[Structural and functional analyses of the Hfb1, Hmob3 and Hmob33 cDNAs as an example of human brain-specific gene studies].
Brain-specific human genes were studied over the recent years in the Department of Molecular Bases of Human Genetics, Institute of Molecular Genetics. Clones Hfb1, Hmob3, and Hmob33 were selected from human brain cDNA libraries by differential screening. The clones were sequenced, mapped, and tested for expression in various human tissues. In vitro and in silico experiments identified Hfb1 as an earlier unknown complexin 2 gene (CPLX2) fragment, which codes for the large 3'-untranslated region of the CPLX2 mRNA. Hmob3 proved to correspond to an earlier unknown fragment of the large 3'-untranslated region of the human MAP1B mRNA. With Hfb1 and Hmob3, new terminal exons were revealed and exact structures established for CPLX2 and MAP1B. Hmob33 was identified as a fragment of the 3'-terminal exon of a new gene, MOB, which codes for a thus far unknown evolutionarily conserved transmembrane protein. The structure of the deduced protein product was analyzed.